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Bringing Biblical
Principles of
Governance
38 things you have gone through in 13 months
Greetings My Friends,
Wonder why you feel “disoriented?” (All
morally upstanding Americans feel that way
right now.)
Wonder why you feel at times like you are
alone? (You aren’t. At least half of America –
maybe more – is with you. It is a tool of the
enemy to make you feel alone.)
Want to know why you are battling discouragement regarding our nation?
(Discouragement is the most prized tool of Satan. Admittedly, there is reason to be
concerned. Disappointment is allowed. Do not allow discouragement to take hold of
your life.)
Wonder why you sometimes quietly ponder at times “am I losing my mind?” (You
aren’t – but the “Disinformation Gestapo” wants you to think you are. Look up the
word “gaslighting.” They are doing this to us all on purpose. Their goal: To keep us offbalance by flooding us with intentional untruths. This is not misinformation. This is
willful disinformation.)
Wonder why you find yourself saying, “Has the world gone crazy?” (Well, yes, much of
it has. We are seeing the ugly head of the demonic world. You are not crazy. They
are.)
Ever feel like things are closing in, like freedom is being lost, as if liberty is
evaporating? (You are not incorrect. Regretfully, those things really are happening.)
Ever feel like Socialism or maybe if even Communism – or even a “spirit of Nazism”
– is taking control of our nation? (You are not alone in your views. Unfortunately, it is
happening. But we will stand. Keep reading. We will not give up. Ever.)
Ever notice that all the persons who are here in our nation who were once under
Communism (such as Eastern Europe) or under the Nazis (Holocaust survivors) are all
saying “We have seen this. We know how this story ends. It is not good.”
(Unfortunately, they are correct.)
Ever feel like a certain portion of America’s pastors are not really pastors, but (as the
Bible calls them) “hirelings.” (Apparently that is the case. The good news: Some –
many? – are true shepherds. Find the true shepherds. Attend their churches.)
Ever feel like some pastors are afraid of the government, and using Covid to hide their
cowardice? (Well, it appears that some are. The good news: Some – many? – are

courageous!)
Now bear with me. The news will get better. But we are going to try to answer WHY
you feel the way you do.
You have been through so much – in just 13 months. The America that existed on
March 14, 2020, does not exist now. It is gone.
The question is, “is it gone forever?” Well, at times, it sure feels that way.
Here is an incomplete list of 38 things that you have been through in approximately
13 months – only 390 days. There are more, but I am only listing 38 here.

1. Covid-19
At first, we were not sure. We obeyed,
complied with the government – for the “twoweek” “flattening of the curve,” remember?
By week five we knew that something was
wrong. By week eight we knew we were
being manipulated.
Now to be clear, I take the disease very seriously. Very. I was extremely sick
with Covid19. I ended up in the hospital. My doctor used the phrase, “You
almost died with Covid.” So I take the disease seriously. I do not minimize it at
all. But I do not accept the manipulation of statistics and the governmental
overreach.
2. Masks
Humans were not made for masks. If God intended for that, he would have
created us with a big flap of skin from ear to ear. We are made to see each
other, look at each other, watch facial expressions, read lips, see smiles.
Masks are abnormal. When coerced, they become manipulative and
dehumanizing. And that last word is key: We have been de-humanized. That is
serious.
3. Social distancing
Humans are made for contact, for touch. They are not created to be six feet
apart. This again reduces our humanity.
4. Massive lockdowns of businesses, school, public places
We are made for assembly, gathering for worship, learning, fun and
commerce. It is not by accident that we have seen a massive and tragic spike
in suicides.
5. Staggering government overreach
2020 marked huge losses. But the greatest loss is loss of trust. Trust is
everything. When trust goes, there is nothing left. Americans have lost trust in
government, the national medical and pharma hierarchy, and even in elections.
No one on March 14th of 2020 could have predicted where we would be in 390
days. The disdain for our Constitutional rights by national, state and city
elected officials has been stunning.

6. Shutdown of churches
At first (March 2020), pastors appropriately complied. But in time, it became
apparent that the public was being manipulated.
If 2020 and early 2021 were to be characterized by three words, it would be (as
noted above) “loss of trust.” Many American Christians witnessed something
they never thought they would see: Their pastors cowering in fear, with no
backbone, catering to anti-First Amendment rules and regulations – not to
mention anti-Biblical principles – all the while spiritualizing it.
Churches that reopened on Pentecost Sunday – May 31, 2020 – or shortly
thereafter – began to grow. People began to drive long distances to come
under the teaching of pastors who had the courage of Peter and John before
the Sanhedrin. What was most ironic was the fact that some persons began
attending churches, openly stating that they were not Christians and had no
interest in what the church had to offer, but started attending simply because
they respected the fact that some pastors understood their Constitutional rights
and wanted to support them.
Admittedly, persons with comorbidities and the vulnerabilities (age and weight)
might legitimately choose not to attend in person. But most persons – perhaps
80% or more of the population? – was at low risk, and should most certainly
have the opportunity to attend their church in person.
The good news: Many pastors opened their churches. The bad news: Some of
those who rightly, safely and Constitutionally opened their churches faced
threats, bullying, intimidation, fines, and even jail time. The worst news: Many
pastors – “hiding behind the (proverbial) skirts” of “we don’t want to kill
grandma” kept their churches closed, as drug and alcohol use, domestic
violence and suicide spiraled. The blood is on their hands.
One prominent megachurch pastor in Atlanta, midway through 2020 tragically
announced that he was closing his church for the rest of the year, because “we
would only have 20% of our people show up.” And how much was 20% in his
case? Answer: 8,000. He would not open for 8,000 people! Heaven only knows
– well, hell knows too – the massive damage that was done to his congregation
for his closing the church for so many months.
Another megachurch pastor in Atlanta boldly reopened his church in a timely,
prudent, and safe fashion, but vast numbers of Atlanta Christians had been
poisoned by the “Jesus would keep his church closed” logic and harshly
criticized the pastor who wanted to minister in person.
What is at stake here? Lots. The entire story of Jesus coming to earth is that of
“incarnation,” that is, the “in-fleshment” of God on earth. That is the very
foundation for “incarnational ministry,” that is, when we become “little Christs”
(Martin Luther’s words) to one another.
A computer screen is great, but it is only two dimensional. When we are in
person, we are three dimensional – the way God created us to see our
surroundings – and we are “in-fleshed” or “incarnated,” as Jesus was. It is flesh
and blood reaching out to one another.
7. Economic collapse of businesses

The actual economic impact on Americans
is likely incalculable. People’s entire lives
and dreams were destroyed – in a few
weeks or months – and the government
despots did not care. Huge box stores were
kept open. “Mom and Pop stores” – the
backbone of America’s economy – were
closed and eventually shuttered. Retirement
plans were decimated. If I had told you
during the booming economy on March 14, 2020 that tens of thousands of
businesses would be destroyed over the next year, you would not have
believed me. But it did happen. It was not a bad dream. It was reality.
8. Increased loss of liberty, freedom
As Americans, we pride ourselves in our Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Never ever did you think that the First Amendment would be overrun by power
hungry governors and egotistical mayors.
9. Increased loss of trust in governmental leaders
The biggest loss of 2020 was not in life and property. As noted, it was the loss
of trust, most notably in government leaders. In the 2017-2019 timeframe, we
saw so many Americans lose trust in top level leadership at the FBI and the
CIA, the governmental law enforcement institutions which had historically been
highly respected. But 2020 resulted in a massive loss of respect for
government leaders in general, on a scale we had not seen before.
10. Loss of trust in national medical figures
While there are some who hold to the notion that Dr. Fauci has credibility, he
has become a laughing stock to much of America. Americans historically trust
their family doctor. However, many have lost trust in the CDC and other federal
medical agencies. Their inconsistencies (no mask-one mask-three masks-six
feet, no three feet) has taken its toll.
11. The gruesome, nationally viewed death of George Floyd
This was the one moment when all Americans were emotionally together. I
naively thought the nation could, with one voice, address bona fide racism. Not
so. The radical leftist extremists did not want racial healing. They wanted to
destroy a nation. Thus, they burned down many of our cities, impacting the
businesses of so many minorities. What they want is violence and destruction.
Some naïve White pastors got sucked into it and started posting their little
black squares on social media, instead of dealing with racism with honest and
effective means. A squandering of what could have been a profound moment!
12. Riots in many American cities with
significant loss of life and massive
property damage
The Democrat Party was once a halfway
noble party, seemingly to care for the poor.
But its new radicalized version is merely to
grab power. Democratic governors and
mayors refused to work with a Republican
President to bring an end to the burning, looting, theft and murder. They

allowed it to continue, for six months. Then candidate Joe Biden waited 100
days before finally issuing a feeble statement on the violence.
13. The rise and worship of BLM, Critical Race Theory, Social Justice
Warriors, White guilt, shaming and fragility
Nothing was more irrational about 2020 than the rise of classism theories on
the part of the elites in an effort to divide Americans against each other. BLM
was and is (by the words of its founders) Marxist. BLM openly attacks the
nuclear family, advocating for homosexual so-called “marriage” and for
transgenderism. Its three founders are openly anti-Semitic and practice African
pagan religions.
Counting up points for the oppressed and the oppressor, Critical Race Theory
contends that a (1) woman who is (2) young, (3) Black, and (4) homosexual is
automatically oppressed by an (1) older, (2) White (3) Christian (4) male. But,
the CRT advocates have no answer for questions like this, “How does an
incapacitated elderly White Pentecostal man living alone in a trailer park in
Tennessee, oppress a 30-year old tenured Black lesbian female, who teaches
‘gender studies’ at Harvard?” CRT is not about justice. It is about creating
divisions. It is designed to layer on guilt, meaning that Jesus’ death on the
cross is not enough for your sins. You are still under condemnation, unless…
unless you become “woke” and admit (if you are White) that you are a racist
and an oppressor.
Social Justice Warriors – who claimed to be Christians – never understood that
“social gospel” is fundamentally Marxist, in contrast to Biblical justice. The
elites continue to force upon the deplorables that “All Whites are privileged and
racists.” Some shallow thinking evangelical pastors fell for this and asked their
White congregants to apologize for being – you guessed it – “White!"

14. The Nazi-like cancel culture obliteration of anything deemed offensive
by the mobs or ruling party
Not since the 1930s, in Germany under the Nazis, has Western Civilization
experienced the modern version of the “book burning:” We will cancel you if
you disagree.
15. The banning of conservatives from social media by Big Tech
Starting with the President of the United States, the most massive controller on
all the earth – Big Tech – flexed their muscles and cancelled anyone who
dared share anything that Big Tech did not like. This global powerhouse has
the overtones of the spirit of Anti-Christ.
By the way, thus far, I have been banned by Facebook twice:

1. Once for pointing out that Facebook was banning conservatives. So, they
banned me. Do you get the irony of that?
2. A second time for citing a study that showed that HCQ
(Hydroxychloroquine) had been effective. I protested that they banned me, and
followed the procedure. Finally, I was notified that they could not respond back
to me because too many of their staff were ill with Covid19. Do you get the
irony of that? I was banned for posting what many doctors feel is a legitimate
medical answer to Covid, but they could not get back to me because they were
too sick with Covid!
16. A vitriolic election between President Donald Trump and former Vice
President Joe Biden
So intense were feelings that relationships were broken and some families
were split.
17. Voting irregularities and charges of fraud
Many questions emerged quickly after November 3:
1. Why were state legislatures, which have the authority to pass election laws,
bypassed by those who did not have legal and constitutional authority?
2. Why were dead people, underage and illegal people voting, not to mention
ballot harvesting happening, along with questionable collection of ballots from
drop boxes?
3. Were the Dominion machines dependable or were they manipulated?
4. Why did the counting suddenly stop after midnight and suddenly change
after that?
5. Were election officials dishonest and thus not allowing independent or
Republican observers?
6. When the probabilities are considered, why is it that Joe Biden could not
have won?
18. Loss of trust in voting procedures
All of the above resulted in half of America – or more? – now viewing its
election procedures as being no different from those of a “Banana Republic,”
that is, manipulated and dishonest.
19. Accusations of being a “domestic terrorist” if one raised questions
about the election
Most bizarre were the bullying efforts on the part of key Biden officials and the
mainstream media to label anyone who even questioned the election to be a
“domestic terrorist.”
20. Loss of trust in the court system to examine any potential evidence
The refusal of courts to examine the evidence – usually on the basis of “lack of
legal standing” – infuriated half the nation and has caused a permanent (or so it
appears) loss of trust in America’s elections. That is an extremely serious
situation for any nation.

21. The January 5, 2021 two hotly contested Senate elections in Georgia, which
would determine the future of the entire nation
Considering the fact that the same voting machines were used, and that the two
persons elected may be two of the most inept persons elected to the U.S. Senate in
modern times, people once again had questions about the integrity of the election.
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22. A January 6 th breach of the U.S. Capitol
Building
While the incursion was wrong, it was not an
insurrection. People should not have entered
the Capitol Building illegally. There is no
defense for doing that. But the Left and the
media’s screaming about this incident – serious
as it was – while being silent about six months
of burning, looting, rioting, and killing by radical
Leftists caused any thinking person to never be able to trust the media again. Given
the fact that not one person coming into the Capitol Building was armed, why was a
young woman shot and killed? Who shot her? Why? Why have we heard nothing
about her tragic death?
23. Surrounding the Capitol Building by military troops and a massive wall with
razor wire
The theatrical stunt pulled off by Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi – remember her?
She is the lady who tore up President’s State of the Union address in a tantrum of a
three-year old – has turned the once beautiful Washington, D.C. into a Communist
city.
Until I recently went to Washington, D.C., I naively assumed that the wall was only
around the Capitol Building. It isn’t. It has a circumference of nearly four miles, and
encircles many buildings and closes many streets. I was stunned.
24. A tense Inauguration
It was not tense because there was any credible threat of violence. There was not. It
was tense because half the country felt that the election had been stolen. (Does my
saying that make me a “domestic terrorist?”)
25. A flurry of Biden Executive Orders
I am opposed to presidents – Republican or Democrat - using executive orders
unless there is a real, bona fide national crisis. But no president has ever

abused the executive order like Joe Biden. He seemingly has no awareness
that the U.S. Constitution states that we have a legislative branch. “King Joe”
does not know he is not king.
26. A nearly $2 trillion payoff to Democratic states under the guise of
“Covid relief”
Blue states got paid off via a supposed “Covid relief” bill, with 91% of the nearly
$2 trillion going to things unrelated to Covid, likely the biggest financial theft
ever done.
27. Increased taxes to raise the $2 trillion scam
Now the discussion is to coerce the masses to pay for Biden’s “relief” bill scam.
28. Massive pressure to receive the vaccine
Offering the vaccine to people who want it might be a good thing. Pressuring
people to put something into their body that they do not want is barbaric and
evil.
29. Talk of a vaccine passport
In a further effort to coerce people, there is discussion to restrict people’s
movement if they do not take the vaccine by issuing a special passport. New
York State already has a version of this in a special card.
30. The fall of Cuomo
The most stunning example of hypocrisy of all time: New York Governor
Andrew Cuomo getting an Emmy, known as the The Founders Award, which
annually recognizes an individual or group that "crosses cultural boundaries to
touch our common humanity,” while he was killing approximately 15,000
people through his inept handling of the Covid pandemic. Adding insult to
injury, this same governor who said “we must always believe the women,”
refuses to believe the long line of women who have accused him of sexual
misconduct, while behind the scenes trying to control how any investigation
would be done. Humpty Dumpty Cuomo.
31. Taxation globally
The Secretary of the Treasury is now
suggesting that all countries adopt an identical
taxation schedule to keep people and
companies who want to leave the U.S. from
being able to do so, as a further attempt to
block freedom of movement, as the noose
further tightens on the American population.
32. The highly destructive legislative proposal known as HR1
This is a way to take all that was evil and vile in the 2020 elections and make it
permanent. HR1 would virtually destroy the Republic as we have known it.
33. The equally destructive HR5
The Biden administration would effectively criminalize authentic biblical
Christianity.

34. The boycotting of Georgia
IDs are required in all of life. But Biden wants voters to provide no proof,
apparently opposed to honest elections. The CEO of Delta condemns Georgia
for requiring an ID for the most important thing a person can do in a
democracy, that is, vote, while requiring every person on his planes to provide
an ID to ride from one city to another. Hypocrite. The CEO of Coca-Cola
opposes the ID, while requiring them for the alcoholic drinks that they
manufacture. Hypocrite. MLB (Major League Baseball) became dyslexic and is
now BLM (Black Lives Matter). And MLB still requires an ID at “Will Call.”
Hypocrites.
35. Two beloved Governors messed up
South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem and Arkansas Governor Asa Hutchinson –
two revered conservatives, or so we thought – lacked clear thinking on
transgender legislation – transgendered athletes and chemical castration,
respectively – and managed to fall all over themselves when interviewed by
Tucker Calson. A tragic moment. Another verse in a very long song entitled,
“Where Have All the Heroes Gone?” Both are trying to “dig out,” but they
unnecessarily harmed themselves.
36. The purging of the military of Trump supporters
This despicable, anti-Constitutional act might on its own spell the end of
America, under the guise of Orwellian “extremism.”
37. New executive orders to curtail or defy the Second Amendment
Joe Biden’s desire to violate the U.S. Constitution is stunning.
38. The filibuster is now “racist”
The Democrats used the filibuster – a hallowed procedure of the more
deliberate Senate – 327 times in 2020. The Republicans used it once. It was
fine to the Democrats then, and in all the previous decades. But now, the
Democrats – desiring to destroy that which they once acclaimed – insist that
the filibuster has suddenly become “racist.” Such astounding illogicality and
hypocrisy.
And that is not even a complete list. I will stop there.
My point is this: There is a reason you feel disoriented, stunned, and at times
very discouraged.
You are not crazy. They are. You are right. You see through all this. (The
"they" referred to here are less persons as it is the spirit of deception that
seems to control so many people. You are not contending against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, powers, and wicked spirits. This is a spiritual
battle, with prayer and fasting, and with the strategies that flow out of that).
You have been through so much – in just 13 months – only 390 days. As noted
above, the America that existed on March 14, 2020, does not exist now. It is
gone.
But, you will stand strong. God will help you.

We will stand together. God will help us all.
Lovers of God and His Word are made for a time like this. We will make it. The
nation may or may not. Prayerfully and hopefully, it will, if we can stand strong
and rescue it from those who are destroying it. But even if our nation does not
make it, the true people of God will – either as the church here on this earth –
or as the church triumphant – in heaven.
What are we facing? Let’s state what this is not.
To be clear, this is not:
- Republican vs. Democrat
- Trump vs. Biden
- Right vs. Left
If you see it that way, you are wrong. If you read this newsletter through those
lenses, you are missing the entire point.
Then what is at issue? It is:
- Right vs. Wrong
- Good vs. Evil
- Angelic Beings vs. Demonic Beings
- Truth vs. Falsehood
- Righteousness vs. Evil
Stand. Continue standing. Stand strong.
Pray. Fast. Pray some more.
Become informed. Choose who you listen to – carefully. Vet. Study the issues.
Carefully. Become articulate on how to state the issues. Then state them.
When you need to, recalibrate. Go back and study more. Relearn how to state
the issues. Get back out there and stay at it. Do not back down.
Stay loving. (Hard to do.) But keep a smile on your face and joy in your heart.
Go after faulty thinking without attacking the person. (Hard to do, but do it.)
You can. You – with God’s help – will.
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